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Tonight’s performance is being recorded for future release.

With gratitude to the University of Oregon, Robert Kyr, and Anonymous donors for their support of Earth Ritual.
When I was a child,
My grandmother told me a creation story.
Our grandmothers passed it on
From generation to generation.
It begins with an urgent plea
To all the forces of light.
Dear Friends,

Thank you for joining us! We are grateful you are here for the world premiere of Robert Kyr’s Earth Ritual and excited to gather with you for this important moment in the life of Conspirare. Originally scheduled to premiere two years ago, it is especially moving that we are back here two years later to finally experience Robert’s sound world.

We continue to be moved by the power of music to speak from the deepest parts of ourselves. In this time, when so many are feeling the extreme urgency of the climate crisis and hearing the cries of our imperiled planet, we receive this new composition with tremendous gratitude. Earth Ritual tells a tender and moving story of two characters and their dramatic journey amidst great challenges caused by the intensifying climate crisis. Ultimately, this work and their story invite us to remember the wonder and beauty of the natural world and of our lives together on this planet. In the final scene, they compel us forward with a profoundly hopeful and emboldening song.

Our long-time relationship with Robert has yielded important contributions to the choral field. Earth Ritual is the sequel to A Time for Life, also an environmental oratorio, which was the first of my works that Craig performed in 2009. This led to a decade of collaborations and recordings with Conspirare, including Songs of the Soul, The Cloud of Unknowing, Freedom Song, and an arrangement of Samuel Barber’s The Lovers for baritone, chorus, and chamber ensemble.

As a work of musical storytelling, Earth Ritual traces the journey of two individuals—a woman, Alesha, and a man, Tallis. As an oratorio, Earth Ritual is an alternation of narrative sections with solo and duo arias, and choral movements. In the work, the narrative sections are conversations (“Convos”) between Alesha and Tallis through which they tell their story and reflect upon their experiences. Over the course of the work, they are drawn together through their love of nature and their concern for the environment, which is suffering from the devastating impacts of global climate change.

Alesha is a writer who has written a book that includes poetic reflections about her experience of living in a profoundly beautiful canyon. The environment in which she lives is comprised of mesas that extend for 12 miles along a vast flood plain through which flows a turbulent river. She is deeply in love with the place in which she resides, through which she experiences the beauty and mystery of Nature, as she writes in her book in the form of a haiku, “Countless shades of green / more than one can imagine: / from red earth, new life.”

Tallis is a scientist, photographer, and videographer who is making a film about the effects of climate change on the lives of those who live in remote wilderness areas. He asks Alesha if she will consent to being interviewed and she agrees, which begins their relationship and establishes the premise from which the oratorio unfolds. Since I don’t want to ruin the plot of the story for you, I will let this synopsis suffice for the moment, so that you can have a fresh experience of Earth Ritual when you hear it.

The oratorio also features an extensive multimedia component, which was created from a selection of photographic and video images that I took in a remote mesa canyon between August 2021 and March 2022. These images depict the extraordinary terrains and environments within the canyon about which the vocalists are singing, thus broadening the audience’s experience of the majesty and beauty of Nature that is at the heart of the oratorio.

With gratitude,

Craig
Earth Ritual was created in direct response to the dire condition of the global environment, which has continued to worsen during the initial period of the coronavirus pandemic (2020-2022). Fortunately, though, it is dawning on a much larger number of individuals and communities that humans do not control the planet. Instead, we are at its mercy in the face of catastrophic natural events, which are frequently triggered by how we have interacted with Nature. The sustainable solution to our predicament is to learn the best ways to live in harmony with the natural world rather than abusing it through over-consumption and attempts to dominate it. We are gradually learning that our actions have consequences, and perhaps even more drastically, so does inaction.

No one is powerless along the road of this journey since each of us has the capability of choosing a wise path forward. We are not separate from Nature nor are we separate from each other—there is only one human family. New possibilities will emerge if we interact with Nature in whatever way has the most creative meaning for us — not to dominate, but to collaborate, and above all, to participate as a co-creative partner with the very life force that sustains us. In the long run, nothing else will work.

The life force of Nature sustains us and we need it to survive, far more than it needs us. The more we attempt to subjugate its life force, the further we will be from finding meaningful solutions to our problems. If we choose to cooperate with it as a colleague with whom we collaborate through responsible action, then new opportunities will arise. If we can learn better ways to live in harmony with each other and with Nature, then there is much hope for our future.

As a universal language, music has a crucial role to play in addressing the current environmental crisis, because it powerfully connects all of us to each other, and to our innermost beliefs and convictions. Through developing a better understanding of who we truly are and the needs of our planet, we will become more deeply committed to living in harmony with nature as the basis for our survival.

Earth Ritual is dedicated to Craig Hella Johnson and Conspirare, and soloists Awet Andemicael, Stephen Lancaster and Simon Barrad with my profound gratitude for their artistry and for their ongoing commitment to commissioning and performing music that reflects their most deeply held beliefs and convictions. More than ever, we need the vision and beauty of their music-making and co-creations, and spiritual issues related to love, compassion, and forgiveness.

Robert Kyr (b. 1952) is a composer, writer, and filmmaker, who has composed twelve symphonies, three chamber symphonies, three violin concerti, a piano concerto, chamber music, and more than 100 works for vocal ensembles, including nine oratorios, fifteen cantatas, two passions, five motet cycles, and All-Night Vgï. His music often explores themes related to conflict and reconciliation (peace-making), the environmental crisis (living in harmony with nature), and spiritual issues related to love, compassion, and forgiveness.

Kyr’s music was recognized with an Arts and Letters award for distinguished artistic achievement by the American Academy of Arts and Letters. The award citation stated, “Robert Kyr’s powerful vision of fostering peace through music shines brightly and steadily in all his work, from the passionate and often ecstatic polyphonic motets of his Songs of the Soul, to the triumphant close of his trilogy of violin concertos, On the Nature of Peace. Kyr’s music is intensely concerned with the human condition and the soul in its search for beauty and transcendence.”

In 2021–2022, the premieres and recordings of Kyr’s music will include two large-scale works: Earth Ritual with Conspirare Company of Voices (Craig Hella Johnson, conductor), and All-Night Vgï with Cappella Romana (Alexander Lingas, Conductor). In 2021, Bridge Records released a recording of ten choral works by Kyr (In Praise of Music), performed by the Antioch Chamber Ensemble (Joshua Copeland, Director). All his music is published by ECS Publishing, and his recordings are available on the Bridge, Harmonia Mundi, Telarc, New Albion, Albany, and Cappella Romana labels.

A dedicated mentor and teacher of composition, Kyr is Professor of Composition and Theory and Chair of the Composition Department at the University of Oregon School of Music and Dance. He directs the Oregon Bach Festival Composers Symposium (since 1994), the Music Today Festival, the Oregon Composers Forum, and the Pacific Rim Gamelan. Moreover, he is mentor and composer-in-residence for the Harvard Choruses New Music Initiative (since 2016) directed by Andrew Clark, which is committed to developing a comprehensive pedagogy for composers of choral music.
O Eternal Wonder
Arising before me,
Glory of Creation:
O Majesty of Nature,
O Beloved Earth,
O One Life!
Now and always,
Creation unfolding:
Light unto Light,
Life unto Life!

EARTH RITUAL

PROGRAM

Part 1: Connection
Scene 1) Prologue: The Ballad of Good Mind
Scene 2) Land of the Shining Stones

Part 2: Separation
Scene 3) Hail, One Life
Scene 4) Trial by Water
Scene 5) Trial by Fire
Scene 6) Trial by Water & Fire

Part 3: Reconciliation
Scene 7) Hail, One Life
Scene 8) Lament & Aria: I Will Go On
Scene 9) Circle of Arms
Scene 10) Tree of Life Song
Scene 11) Epilogue: Hope & Resilience

Performing Note:
Conspirare is honored to perform in a variety of beautiful venues that best enhance choral performances. While our performing venues and the texts of some of our repertoire may be representative of specific traditions, it is in no way intended to be exclusive of any individual whose experience or set of beliefs is not represented. Conspirare respects and celebrates the great diversity of religious, artistic, and human experiences represented among our singers and audience members. The audience creates the space in which the music is held.
Principal Soloists
A: Alesha Awet Andemicael, soprano
T: Tallis Stephen Lancaster, baritone

Characters (The Ballad of Good Mind)
ST: Storytellers
Soprano, altos, tenors & basses
G: Grandmother Lianna Wimberly Williams, alto
Sn: Son Wilson Nichols, tenor
F: Father

PART I: CONNECTION
1) Prologue: The Ballad of Good Mind

1.1 Invocation: Creation Story
A: When I was a child,
My grandmother told me
A creation story.
Our grandmothers passed it on
From generation to generation.
It begins with an urgent plea
To all the forces of light.

1.2 Chorus: Hail, One Life
C: Hail, One Life,
Dwarf Lightning,
Green Lightning,
Hawk, Hunter,
Bearer, Engenderer,
Grandmother of Day,
Grandmother of Light,
As it is light,
As it is bright.
Hail, Former,
Hail, Shaper,
Look upon us,
Hear us.
Do not turn on us,
Heart of Heaven,
Heart of Earth!
Give us our sign,
Give us our word,
On the road of day,
On the road of light,
When it is light,
When it is bright.

G: Seek your father,
Who lives far to the east;
Go to the end of the island,
Go over the water

And behold a mountain
Rising from the sea.
Walk up the mountain;
Your father is there
Seated on top.

EARTH:
ST: Good Mind traveled there,
To the foot of the mountain,
He looked up and shouted,
Sn: Father, where are you?
F: My son can throw the cliff
To this peak.
ST: Good Mind seized the cliff
And hurled it to the top.

WATER:
Sn: Father, where are you?
F: My son can swim the rapids
From below to above.
ST: Good Mind jumped into the falls
And swam upward to its edge.

AIR:
Sn: Father, where are you?
F: My son can wrestle
With the wind.

ST: So Good Mind and Wind
Struggled to overturn each other;
But Good Mind overcame Wind
Who departed, moaning.

FIRE:
Sn: Father, where are you?
F: My son can survive the flame.

ST: Suddenly a great flame
Surrounded Good Mind,
And he leapt and ran
To the mountain top.
Where behold,
A being sat
In a blaze of light.

COUNSEL:
F: I am your father;
You are my son.
Sn: I am here to receive power,
To rule all things on earth.
F: You have power,
You have conquered;
Now I will give you
Living creatures
To bless the earth.
ST: Thus did father and son
Counsel together—
The son learned
What he should do.
Then the father spoke,
F: How did you find me
Since I am hidden in elements?

MUSIC:
Sn: Before my journey,
Grandmother gave me a flute;
I made music.
And when I stopped,
The flute said:
‘The Way you must go.’
When I make music,
The flute speaks.
F: Make music and listen,
Then you will know
The right way.
SUMMA:
C: Hail, Former, Hail, Shaper, Heart of Heaven, Heart of Earth
Give us our sign, Give us our word, When it is light, When it is bright.

Make music, And listen: Then you will know The right way.

A story told to me Based on the Mayan “Book of Counsel,” Popu’ Vuh, and a Seneca cosmological myth

2) Aria: Land of the Shining Stones

2.1 Convo I, Part 1: “I will always remember”
A: I will always remember The first time that I met him— It was over the phone. I felt as though We were together in the same room. He introduced himself as a filmmaker Who was living 40 miles north Of where I live. He knew my writing And wanted to talk with me About his new film. He said that later, He would interview me in person. [Turning towards Tallis:]

T: I’m so glad to finally meet you, Even on the phone. Your writing was one reason For making this film. It’s about learning to live In harmony with Nature. When I read About where you live, I felt that I knew That remote canyon.
A: Living there changed my life. I hope that my writing Inspires others to see Their own home in new ways.
T: You bring it to life— The beauty and mystery Of the high desert.
A: It takes time To get to know it. I accept it And never try to change it.
T: You live there On its own terms.
A: Always as a partner; I respect it, nurture it, and do no harm.
T: You honor its life.
A: Always…
T: Would you read From your book for me? The haiku poems about The spirit of the canyon…
A: Yes...where I live is called “The Land of Shining Stones” And I call those poems, “Shining Stonesong.”

2.2 Aria: Shining Stonesong
A: I. Dawn through dawn arising ev’rywhere you look—wonder— endless creation
II. Morning countless shades of green, more than one can imagine: from red earth, new life
III. Noon after canyon rains— smell of juniper and sage: piercing clarity
IV. Afternoon swift thunder of wings: a hummingbird above me thrumming the still air; whatever might be smallest, astonishes with great gifts
V. Twilight sunlight vanishing while an ancient mesa-face glows with primal light
VI. Deepest Night above the canyon, Orion pours itself out— heaven into earth, starlight shining into us from Alpha through Omega

2.3 Convo I, Part 2: “When I hear you read”
T: When I hear you read, I feel that I am there. I see mesas shining In ever-changing light.
A: Then come to visit As soon as you have time.
T: I’ll call you again soon To set up an interview In the “Land of the Shining Stones.”

A: [Turning to the audience…] We kept trying to connect, But it took longer Than we expected…

PART II: SEPARATION

3) Refrain I: Hail, One Life
C: Hail, One Life, Dwarf Lightning, Green Lightning, Hawk, Hunter, Bearer, Engenderer, Grandmother of Day, Grandmother of Light, As it is bright, As it is light.
Hal, Former,
Hal, Shaper,
Look upon us,
Hear us.
Do not turn on us,
Heart of Heaven,
Heart of Earth!
Give us our sign,
Give us our word,
On the road of day,
On the road of light,
When it is light,
When it is bright.

4) Aria: Trial by Water

4.1 Convo II, Part 1: “Finally, we found a time”
A: [Directly facing the audience]
Finally, we found a time
For our second call.
Again, it felt as though
We were in the same room...
[Turning towards Alesha]
How is your film going?
T: Extremely well—
I’ve decided to focus
On the personal suffering
Caused by climate change.
A: So it’s first person witness!
T: Absolutely...!
So please tell me
How climate change
Is affecting your life.

A: Let’s save that for later...
Why don’t you share
Your story with me?
T: Ah...turning the tables
On the interviewer...
A: No...just a curious writer.
T: It’s not what you expect.
A: Then surprise me!
T: I was living near New York
And all was well.
Plenty of work
Writing screen plays
And two of my films
in production.
Then a massive hurricane
Struck the Gulf Coast
And moved inland,
Aiming for where I lived.
A: I remember—
What a horrendous storm!
T: In the early ev’ning,
I was working in my basement.
Then rolling thunder
Was crashing over my head!
And pouring rain
And a loud rushing sound.
Water came surging
Through my windows:
So powerful,
I could barely move—
I started to panic!
A: I know
How terrifying that is—
I was a lifeguard!

A: I screamed for help—
Again and again—
But no one could hear me yelling
Against the rising flood!

4.2 Aria: Thunder Floodsong
T: O save me now
From rushing waters,
From the surging flood
Rising up to my neck.
I am falling
Into unknown depths;
Nowhere left to stand.
I cry out for help,
Screaming and wailing
Against endless torments;
Losing my mind,
Stolen by a raging sea.
I am falling
Into unknown depths;
Nowhere left to stand.
O save me now
T: But there is such
Beauty in the canyon:
When can we have our interview?
A: Next week would be ideal—
I’ll take you to the great flood plain.
I write there
Under a lone evergreen
That stands at its center— I
call it “The Tree of Life.”
T: That’s where I’ll film you:
At the foot of your muse.
A: [Turning towards the audience] We
set up a time to meet,
But he called back
A minute later;
T: Alesha! There’s fire near you!
Heavy wind!
Driving it!
Look to the south!
A: [Facing Alesha] We
shrouded in smoke!
T: You don’t have a car!
I’ll pick you up
Within the hour.

5) Duo Aria: Trial by Fire

5.1 Convo II, Part 2: “Your panic and anguish horrify me”
A: Your panic and anguish
Horrify me!
T: [Facing Alesha] I’m forever haunted
By my fear of water!

A: Ev’rything is
Changing very quickly:
Every storm, every flood,
Every new catastrophe!
We have abused Nature
And how helpless we are
In the face of its power!
T: And yet, Nature continues
To nurture and support us.
A: Yet we abuse the very life force
That sustains us...
How we betray ourselves!
T: But there is such
A: No!...I’ll start walking now—
Meet you halfway!
[Facing the audience directly-]
I packed,
Hurried down the long road!
Fire was ev’rywhere
And close by,
A wall of flame
Blocked the road…
Burning trees
Falling right and left…
Smoke billowing out
From the inferno…
If we can’t see,
Then how will Tallis find me
In this lowest circle of hell?

5.2 Duo Aria: Wildfire Smokesong
T: One hour of madness and fear!
A: O Lord!
T: One hour of madness and fear!
A: Wild flames are round about me!
T: O smoke and flame, Confine me not!
A: Billowing ashes
And smoke encircles me!
T: Nothing will stop me!
A: I am choking and cannot breathe!
T: O smoke and flame,
Confine me not!
A: Hot embers falling ev’rywhere!
T: Nothing will stop me!
A: I am choking…cannot breathe!
Hot embers,
Searing and scorching…
Cannot breathe!
T: One hour of madness and fear!
A: [vocalise]
T: Driving straight through,
I must go on!
A: A sea of flames
Has stolen my dreams!
O save me! O save me now!
T: Alesha!
A: Tallis!
T: We must escape!
A: The river is our only hope…
Our only hope!
T: All I see is fire,
Stoked by furious winds!
Duo: Howl, you cruel winds and wall!
Stoking the flames while you torment us!
Nowhere to hide from fire!
Nowhere to escape
For runners from the flames!
There is no escape!
Woe to those who suffer
From burning forests and grasslands!

6) Duo Aria: Trial by Water & Fire
6.1 Convo II, Part 3: “There is only one way to escape!”
A: There is only one way to escape!
T: Flames and smoke ev’rywhere—
We can’t drive;
I’m leaving my car here!
A: Look down the hill!
T: Only fire and smoke!
A: Look at the river!
We’re jumping in
And shooting the rapids!
T: You know I can’t swim!
A: Then follow me!
When we reach the water
We’ll jump together!
T: But all I see is smoke!
A: Stay close!
We’re almost there
T: I can’t do it!
A: We’re at the river’s edge:
Grab my hand and jump!

You have not cared for them
And you will suffer
For your evil deeds
And your evil ways!
Howl, you cruel winds and wall!
Stoking the flames while you torment us!
Nowhere to hide from fire!
Nowhere to escape
For runners from the flames!
There is no escape!
Wail, you cruel winds and howl!

6.2 Duo Aria: Roaring Riversong
T: O save me now!
O save me from rushing waters!
A: Hold onto me!
And stay above the water!
T: O save me now!
From surging waters!
A: Rising up to my neck…
T: Water rising! O save me
From rushing water and fire!
A: From the river and smoke!
T: From the river!
A: From the red-hot flames
Burning all around me!
Hold on tight!
Do not panic!
T: I am sinking
Into unknown depths!
A: Hold onto me!
Keep your head up!
T: I cry out for help!
A: Hold onto me!
Hold on tight!
Duo: O endless burning torments!
T: I cry out for help,
Screaming and wailing
Against endless torments!
A: Hold on, hold onto me!
You are safe with me!
Duo: I cry out for help!
T: I cry out, wailing
Against endless torments!
PART III: RECONCILIATION

7) Hail, One Life: Refrain II
A: Wailing and screaming
Against endless torments!
T: Losing my mind...
A: Losing my mind,
Stolen by red-hot flames!
T: O losing my mind,
My mind!
A: Stolen by a roaring river!
T: Stolen by a roaring fire!
Duo: I am sinking into unknown depths!
A: You are safe with me,
Hold onto me!
T: I am drowning in these waters!
A: Hold onto me!
T: Drowning in the churning water!
Duo: [vocalise]

8.2 Lament: All is gone
A: All is gone.
   Everything that I loved:
   Gone is my home,
   Gone is the forest.
   Only cinders
   And embers remain.
   Only scorched earth:
   Ashes, only ashes.
   Gone are the birds:
   Nature’s music
   Has become silence.
   Sorrow on sorrow,
   Life is dissolving:
   This deepest agony,
   Unbearable grief.
   Desolation:
   All is gone.

8.3 The Joyless Land
C: The earth is laid waste;
   Stripped and barren.
   The world is polluted
   Because of its inhabitants,
   Who have broken many laws.
   They who dwell on earth turn pale,
   And only a few good people are left.
   Broken down are the cities in sorrow.

8.4 All of You Who Pass By
C: Of all of you
   Who pass by on the road:
   Pay attention and see!

8.5 Aria: I will go on
A: Though forests burn
   Though lakes are deserts
   Though the earth is scorched
   I will go on
   Through surging floods
   Through howling winds
   Through freeze and drought
   I will go on
   Through sweltering heat
   Through bitterest cold
   Through all afflictions
   I will go on
   In this darkest hour
   In the deepest night
   I seek the light
   I will go on
   Take nothing for granted
   Not the brilliant sunset
   Nor the star-filled night
   Nor the radiant dawn
   For I am the forests
   I am the rivers
   I am the earth
   I care for all
   I will go on

9) Aria: Circle of Arms
9.1 Convo III, Part 2 “Night was falling quickly”
T: Night was falling quickly
A: I led you away from my anguish
T: To part of the canyon
   Where the wind had cleared the smoke
A: Finally the heavens opened
EARTH RITUAL
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T: The sky was alive with stars
A: The universe all around us
T: Orion shining brightly
A: And in my head,
   I wrote one more haku
In the silence of deepest night:
Light of the heavens
Always you are here with us
Joy of creation
T: Then we fell into a deep sleep
A: Until the first light...

9.2 Aria: Circle of Arms
A: In the dawning
and time to awaken
finally we embraced
pulling into each other
in a circle of arms
an embrace of seconds
seemed without time
in silence we stayed
and held each other closely
in our eyes
and even the ashes
stopped falling
refused to cross
our line of vision

10) Tree of Life Song
10.1 Convo III, Part 3: “In the early light”
T: In the early light,
You stood up,
Began walking,
Very slowly at first...
A: And when saw it,
I remembered it:
I was here before.
T: In the early light.
A: Then you began to run...
T: Toward the tree of life...
T: Still alive...

10.2 Tree of Life Song
A: I always love to be in Nature
on this plain of heaven
with its one tree
near the farthest horizon in sight.
C: The drop dies
In the river Pain goes so far
It cures itself
A/T: While walking, looking out,
I imagine sitting
Beneath the tree in solitude,
the sounds of life beyond human,
a vast music over it all,
and then my soul is free
in this waking dream.
A/T: The cloud disappears
That was nothing but tears
T: And as the wind rustles
through everything near me,
gratefully I release my thoughts
into thundering silence.
C: In the spring
The mirror turns green
Holding a miracle
Change the shining wind
A/T: And I encounter eternity
in this tree of life
and the present alive
in our being.
C: And in this immensity,
my thinking drowns,
and living is sweet to me
here and now.
All: This tree led us to our eyes
Let whatever be open.

11) Epilogue: Hope & Resilience
11.1 Convo III, Part 4 “You saved my life”
A: You saved my life
From the wildfires—
You are hope
T: You saved me
From raging waters—
You are resilience
A/T: We worked together
To save each other:
Now we must take action
To save ev’rything that we love.
Together in this journey—
To heal our earth To respect...
T: To honor...
A: To do no harm
T: To live in this world
A: In truth...
T: And peace...
A: In unity...
A/T: And wholeness...

11.2 Finale: Rejoice in the Light
C: We were divided.
We had forgotten who we are.
Now we must always remember
To walk again in wholeness.
Rejoice in the breath of winds!
Rejoice in the flow of waters!
Now is the time
To heal each other.
Now is the time
To preserve Nature,
In which we live and move
And have our being.
Rejoice in the breath of winds!
Rejoice in the flow of waters!
Rejoice together in living and being!
Now is the time
To take action,
To heal our planet,
To live again as one.
Rejoice in the greater changing!
Rejoice together in living and being!
Rejoice in the light!

11.3 Chorale: O Eternal Wonder
All: O Eternal Wonder
Arisin before me,
Glory of Creation:
O Majesty of Nature,
O Beloved Earth,
O One Life!
Now and always,
Creation unfolding:
Light unto Light,
Life unto Life!
SOLOISTS

AWET ANDEMICAEL, SOPRANO

Joy is the hallmark of soprano Awet Andemicael’s artistry. She has been acclaimed for her “sparkling solo verses” (Opera News), “vivid musical personality” (Boston Globe), “honeyed tone” (San Francisco Classical Voice), “fine comic interplay and […] superb singing” (Washington Times).

Awet has performed with ensembles like the Boston Symphony, San Francisco Symphony, Los Angeles Philharmonic, the Knights at the Tanglewood and BRIC Festivals, the Sebastians Chamber Ensemble, and in concert halls including Carnegie Hall and the Kennedy Center, and festivals including the Tanglewood, Ravinia, and Aldeburgh Festivals.

Although she enjoys a wide range of repertoire, Awet is associated especially with sacred music. Her affinity for eighteenth-century sacred music has been featured in concerts with the Bach Collegium Japan, the Handel and Haydn Society, and the Colorado Bach Ensemble, and with symphony orchestras across North America, including Charleston, Pittsburgh, and Orlando. She has also premiered works of spiritual and religious significance, including Bernard Gilmore’s Journey to Freedom and Two Songs from Torah.

One of Awet’s most cherished musical experiences was performing at a reenactment of the South African Truth and Reconciliation Commission in 2014, at the invitation of Archbishop Emeritus Desmond Tutu, and later singing at St. George’s Anglican Cathedral in Cape Town.

A writer and theologian as well as a musician, Awet holds degrees from Harvard, Yale, UC Irvine, and the University of Notre Dame. She currently serves as Associate Dean for Marquand Chapel and Lecturer in Theology at Yale Divinity School and the Institute of Sacred Music. For more information, visit www.awetandemicael.com and https://independent.academia.edu/AwetAndemicael.

STEPHEN LANCASTER, BARITONE

“A fine storyteller” (American Record Guide), “varied in tone and alive to feeling” (Fanfare Magazine), baritone Stephen Lancaster engages audiences through a diverse repertoire of vocal music. Winner of the Nico Castel International Master Singer Competition and The American Prize for men in art song and oratorio, he has been featured as a soloist in venues around the world, including Carnegie Hall, Chicago Cultural Center, Chiang-Kai Shek Memorial Hall, and Centro Cultural de Belém.

A passionate recitalist, Lancaster has performed recital programs for Musique dans le Grésivaudan, Festival Musique d’Uzerche, Les Grandes Heures de Saint-Emilion, Atlantic Music Festival, and Brooklyn Art Song Society. His solo discography includes Le Menu des Méodies with pianist Martin Katz (Centaur), Sacred Song with organist Kevin Vaughn (Albany), and Dichterliebe & Liederkreis, Op. 39 with fortepianist Laure Colladant (Blue Griffin). His recital on the Dame Myra Hess Memorial Concert Series was broadcast live by WFMT Chicago.

Concert credits include the Fauré & Duruflé Requiems at Carnegie Hall presented by Distinguished Concerts International New York; Carmina Burana with Lisbon Summer Fest; Le bal masqué with South Bend Symphony; Five Mystical Songs with UMS Choral Union; Ein Deutsches Requiem with Chicago Bar Association Symphony Orchestra; The Bells and Belshazzar’s Feast with Holland Symphony. Operatic appearances include roles with Eugene Opera, Apotheosis Opera, and Arbor Opera Theater and creating the role of Jaques in As You Like It by Roger Steptoe.

As an ensemble singer, he performs with the Grammy award winning vocal ensemble Conspirare and the Sphinx Organization’s EXIGENCE vocal ensemble. He serves as an Associate Professor of the Practice in music at the University of Notre Dame. www.stephenlancaster.com
VOCAL ARTISTS

SOPRANO

CHELSEA HELM
New York, NY*

JULIE KEIM
Washington, DC

TABITHA LEWIS
Scranton, PA

GITANJALI
MATHUR
Austin, TX

ALTO

ANA BAIDA
Atlanta, GA

SARAH BRAUER
Eugene, OR*

LAUREN
MCALLISTER
Cincinnati, OH

LAURA MERCADO-
WRIGHT
Austin, TX

LIANNA WIMBERLY
WILLIAMS
Atlanta, GA

JASON VEST
Cincinnati, OH*

TENOR

MICHAEL JONES
Peoria, IL

DAVID KURTENBACH
RIVERA
San Francisco, CA

WILSON NICHOLS
New York, NY

BASS

DAVID FARWIG
Castle Rock, CO*

JOHN PROFIT
Austin, TX

SEAN TAYLOR
Brownsville, TX

PAUL MAX TIPTON
Boston, MA

*Section leader
INSTRUMENTALISTS

IAN DAVIDSON
Oboe – Austin, TX

ADRIENNE INGLIS
Flute – Lago Vista, TX

CORINNE STILLWELL
Violin – Tallahassee, FL

BARBARA GEORGE
Cello – Austin, TX

THOMAS BURRITT
Percussion – Leander, TX

JOSEPH CHOI
Rehearsal pianist – Austin, TX

BRUCE WILLIAMS
Viola – Austin, TX

CREATIVE COLLABORATORS

CAMILLA TASSI is a projection designer from Florence, Italy. Coming from formal backgrounds in computer science and music, she has worked as a designer, singer, producer, and translator. She has created projections for works including Monteverdi’s L’Orfeo (Apollo’s Fire), Pollock’s Stinney (PROTOTYPE Festival NYC), Stravinsky’s Le Rossignol (Yale Opera), Glass’ Fall of the House of Usher (MASS MoCA), Tesori’s Fun Home (Yale School of Drama), Carissimi’s Jephte (Hopkins Center for the Arts) and Mozart’s Magic Flute (Berlin Opera Academy). Tassi is particularly passionate about bringing theatrical design to traditionally unstaged compositions (choral, art song, chamber, orchestral) as a re-contextualization of the work and layer of accessibility to the music and its relation to the performance space. As a video designer, Tassi has filmed and produced for groups including the Washington Chorus, Les Délices, Yale Cabaret, Princeton Festival, Nasty Women Connecticut, and the Chicago Ear Taxi Festival.

She has directed and produced performances of period and contemporary works, including a joint theater and opera project of Tennessee Williams and Larry Delinger’s Talk to Me Like the Rain and the US Premiere of Morricone’s Se questo è un uomo. As an Italian coach and soprano, she has created program translations for Carnegie Hall (L’Arpeggiata) and sings with the Yale Schola Cantorum. Tassi holds degrees in Computer Science and Music from the University of Notre Dame, Digital Musics from Dartmouth, and is currently an MFA Candidate at Yale in Projection Design under Wendall Harrington. http://camillatassi.com
CREATIVE COLLABORATORS

VIERA BUZGOVA  Viera Buzgova’s experience in the world of music is multi-faceted: she studied piano for 12 years, received her bachelor’s degree in church music, sings in choir and plays percussion, and is experienced in many aspects of choral music production. Her lighting design and theatrical production career began in 1998 while working as Technical Director with Concordia University at Austin theater program. During her 10-year tenure there, she directed lighting design, set design and construction, and stage crew management. Since 2012, she has been a member of Grammy-winning Conspirare’s production team, serving as stage manager and lighting designer for local and touring concerts including the national Considering Matthew Shepard tour. Outside of her production life, Viera is an owner and managing partner of an Austin-based immigration law firm.

ROBERT HARLAN is a founding member of Conspirare and has also served as Technical Director for the last ten years, where he has assisted in producing, designing, and executing all of Conspirare’s tours, concerts, recordings and films. Robert performs with professional choirs around the country and has a background in musical theater, art and engineering. Robert designed the Considering Matthew Shepard touring set and fence and designs the Conspirare Christmas concert stage annually at the Long Center. He is co-producer of the Conspirare Christmas recordings and spearheaded the technical aspects of remote audio/video recording for in-home video concerts. Robert co-produced the 2017 International Beard and Mustache Competition, as well as the White Coat Ceremony for Dell Medical School and the annual Bastille Day Celebration in Austin.
CONSPIRATE is a professional choral organization under the leadership of Artistic Director Craig Hella Johnson. Inspired by the power of music to change lives, this ensemble engages singers from around the world who join voices to deliver world-class, extraordinary live musical experiences and recordings.

Their discography includes 14 commercial albums and 20 self-produced live albums. Johnson and Conspirare were awarded a 2014 GRAMMY® for Best Choral Performance for The Sacred Spirit of Russia and their recordings have received 10 total nominations. Conspirare’s recent recording, The Singing Guitar, was nominated for a 2022 Best Choral Performance GRAMMY® and features music of Nico Muhly, Kile Smith, Reena Esmail and Craig Hella Johnson.

Conspirare has performed throughout the United States and internationally, including appearances as a featured choir at the American Choral Directors Association annual conference and regional ACDA conventions. At home, Conspirare performs a full annual season in Austin where it has received ongoing recognition from local organizations and critics. Conspirare has been the subject of PBS documentaries and was awarded a Texas Medal of Arts and garnered international recognition such as the Dutch Edison Award.

The group is also committed to an ongoing outreach program which includes free community Big Sings and performances at Travis County Correctional Facility. The organization also includes the Conspirare Symphonic Choir, a large, auditioned ensemble that performs works for chorus, often with instrumental ensemble.
Experience the Extraordinary

Explore our 10 GRAMMY® award-winning and nominated recordings!

We celebrate our entire family of co-creators and the recordings that make it possible to share our music with the world.

– Craig Hella Johnson

2022 GRAMMY® nominated, Best Choral Performance
The Singing Guitar

Music for choir and guitars with Los Angeles Guitar Quartet, Texas Guitar Quartet, Austin Guitar Quartet, and cellist Douglas Harvey.

2020 GRAMMY® nominated, Best Choral Performance
The Hope of Loving

The Hope of Loving, choral music of Jake Runestad, puts to music inspiring texts by contemporary poets, American naturalists, and ancient mystics.

Visit Conspirare.org to explore all of our GRAMMY® award-winning and nominated recordings.

Also streaming on Spotify, Apple Music and YouTube

PRODUCTION TEAM

Robert Kyr, Composer, Writer, Photographer, Videographer & Multimedia Director
Robert Harlan, Technical Director/Stage Manager
Viera Buzgova, Stage Manager and Lighting Designer
Camilla Tassi, Projection Design and Mapping
Jennifer Cump, Assistant Lighting Design
Indri Schaelicke, ASM
Sarah Williams, Crew
Jorge Ian Meneses, Crew
Jonathan Fritzlen, Crew
Kendall Wolthak, Crew
Olden Lighting, Lighting
TSV Sound & Vision, Lowell Kendrick, Matt Shaddock: Projection
Stinson Studios / TRCOA Conservatory, Livestream, Audio and Media Capture
St. Martin’s Lutheran Church Staff
Dialog Group, Marketing and Promotions

AMBASSADORS

Our ambassadors are critical for welcoming audiences, promoting upcoming concerts, thanking Conspirare donors, and assisting in the office. We welcome music lovers of all ages to participate. If you're interested in giving back to Conspirare and enjoying a free performance as our thank you please visit our volunteer web page or email Kathy Leighton at kleighton@conspirare.org.

Mary Cook
Deb Duran
Stephanie Foster
Mary Gifford
Kathryn Govier
Cyndi Greaser
Emily Huessler
Sara Hilgers
Dell Lawhead
Henry Leighton
Jaime Leighton

Barbara O’Brien
Cathy Osborn
Cynthia Reynolds
Peach Reynolds
Kathy Taylor
Dale Thompson
Greg Thompson
Veryan Thompson
Bud Twilley
Jing Wu

WITH GRATITUDE TO OUR FRIENDS AND SUPPORTERS

Robert Kyr
St. Martin’s Lutheran Church
Philip Overbaugh
Christine McFarland
Marissa Lara-Arebalo, Hilgers House
Tim and Karrie League

CREDITS

All photos © Robert Kyr
AMBASSADOR SPOTLIGHT

DELL LAWHEAD

WE ARE EXCITED TO INTRODUCE YOU TO CONSPIRARE AMBASSADOR DELL LAWHEAD.

My first Conspirare concert was about 15 years ago, the year I met my partner, Bud. It was a Christmas concert at the Carillon. I remember how the music filled the space. It was like the walls, statues and roof were all singing. Music provides hope and buoyancy to life and that is why we attend nearly every concert and why I volunteer for Conspirare.

I don’t consider myself a very social person, but when I find a cause or a passion, I am all in. Being an ambassador fulfills the need to give in a different way than offering financial assistance. Giving from the wallet is necessary but giving from the heart is what is triggered when becoming a volunteer. I am in business sales as a profession, so I enjoy making “Thank You” calls to donors and engaging with other ambassadors.

I am grateful for the work and passion of Craig, the singers, and the staff that makes Conspirare possible.

Launched to celebrate 25 years of Conspirare’s artistry, Hella Circle is a community of supporters who believe in the transformative power of music. Inspired by the visionary performances, recordings, and special projects of Craig Hella Johnson and Conspirare, Hella Circle members are joined by their commitment to sustained support of Conspirare.

conspirare.org/donate/hella-circle/

“It is profoundly meaningful to see Hella Circle bring together an extraordinary group of passionate people to support and surround the visionary work of Conspirare in an ongoing way.”

– Craig Hella Johnson

“Sustainability and financial predictability. These are two key reasons giving through the Hella Circle is meaningful for me. Please join us in one of the best ways to keep Conspirare bringing inspiring, imaginative, and connecting performances to our audiences.”

– Fran Collmann, Hella Circle Co-Chair

“I know that music doesn’t just ‘happen.’ I want to give back what I receive as a performer and audience member. I know any gift I give will be used to benefit Conspirare audiences, technical staff that makes us look and sound great, and everyone else who keeps Conspirare’s song going.”

– Andrea Pobanz, Hella Circle Member
IN GRATITUDE

We are deeply grateful to every individual, foundation, business, and government agency for your investments in Conspirare’s mission to change lives through the power of music. This list represents cash and in-kind gifts made from January 1, 2021 through March 31, 2022.

Your Generosity Brings Our Song to Life.

2021/22 ANNUAL CAMPAIGN DONORS

Conspirare donors support the annual budget of the organization with a yearly gift.
* Denotes Hella Circle Member
+ Denotes Legacy of Sound 2 donor
Names noted in italics – donor of 5+ years
Names noted in bold – donor of 10+ years

$50,000+
City of Austin – Cultural Arts Division
City of Austin – Economic Development Department
Mary & Phil Delk
Lynne Dobson & Greg Wooldridge*
Still Water Foundation*
Tejemos Foundation
U.S. Small Business Administration
Mary K. Walker Revocable Trust

$20,000-$49,999.99
Fran & Larry Collmann*
Lara & Robert Harlan*
Richard Hartgrove & Gary Cooper*
Gail & Jeff Kodosky*, The Kodosky Foundation
Tina & Dale Knobel*
Wendi & Brian Kushner*
DeeAnne & Steven Paulson*
Gayle Glass Roche & Mike Roche*
Anonymous
Eva Womack, Eva and Marvin Womack Foundation

$10,000-$19,999.99
Marvin J. Britman*
Dixie G. Camp, Eclectic Philanthropic Fund of the Southwest Community Foundation
Paula D’Arcy, Red Bird Foundation
Susanna & Richard H. Finnell*
Trish & Robert Kari*
Nancy Lesch & Janet Bezner*
Shields-Ayres Foundation
Texas Commission on the Arts
Carol Williams*

$5,000-$9,999.99
Nancy & Randall Baden*
Joyce & Ken Beck*
Bill Bednar**
Mark Bierner**
Casey Blass & Lee Manford+
Leslie “Les” G. Brown
Catherine Davis & Nick Clavio
Kristin Drumm
Jim Ferguson & Art Sansone, James K. Ferguson Foundation
William G. Fivocatt*
Cynthia I. Gonzales & Bill Guajardo*
Ty Goodridge Lund & Bill Norgren
Jeannie & Van Holsington
Carolyn J. Keating, The Keating Family Foundation*
Anonymous
Amy McCaffrey
Stefanie Moore & Todd Keister
Michele Morrison*
Suzi Nelson
Netflix
Per Stirling Group, Monica & JP O’Sullivan
Susan & Jack Robertson+
Daphne Dupont & Ben F. Vaughan, III
Joni K. Wallace, DDS*

$2,500-$4,999.99
J. Randle Adair, DO, PhD
James L. Arth*
Ginger & Michael Blair*
Anonymous*
Elliott Forrest
Mary Nell Frucella*
Helen & Bob Hays*
Sherry & Gary Jacobson*
Mary Kevorkian & Tom Holzbach*

Steve & Angie Larned*
Henry & Kathy Leighton*
Thomas F. Lukens
Microsoft
Susanne Mitchell & Richard Zansitis*
Linda Parrish*
Stu Phillips*
Nancy Quinn & Thomas Driscoll
Barbara Schultz
Shell Matching Gifts Program
James Scott van Osdol

$1,000-$2,499.99
Margaret & Robert M. Berdahl
Vera Ayres Bowen
Janet Briaud
Linda & George Brown*
Patricia A. & Robert L. Brueck**
Dan Bullock & Annette Carlucci
Anonymous*
Sarah & Ernest C. Butler
Carl Canzan & Margaret Murray-Miller*
Fleur Christiansen*
Janis & David Claflin*
Cory Cox & Karen Weinstock*
Cina Crisara*
Rena & Richard D’Souza
Gregory Cash Durham & Bob Gutermuth*
Sylvia B. Fatzar
Anonymous
Constance & Thomas Foster*
Jolynn & Gregory Free*
Cheryl Fuller*
Mary T. Gaddis
Mary Gilford*
Kimberly & Stephen Gilbert
Deborah Glasker
Jeanne & Donald Grantham*
John Griffith & Lynn Knaupp
Thomas Grimes & Karen Kibler
Carol & Robert Hayden*
Margaret Henderson
Higginbotham Insurance Agency
Peggy Howard & Bill Wood*
Dan Jackson & Jeremy Guiberteau
Bob Jarvis

Ronald Jernigan
Craig Hella Johnson & Philip Overbaugh*
Donna & Bill Knox
Mary Jane Kolar & Glenn M. Haluska
Eric Leibrock*
Susan & Craig Lubin
Sheila Lummis*
Jack Maroney
Blen & Jim H. Matthews
Carol & Jack McGuire
Ann McNair*
Rebecca & Ted Mercado*
Nona Niland+
North Texas Community Foundation
Cynthia & Lipscomb Norvell, Jr.
Diane Post
A. Katy & Buzz E. Pruitt*
Linda B. & Robert Ramsey
Judy & Douglas Rhodes
Teresa Ringness*
Trish Roach*
Duane Rich*
Gene Alice & Max Sherman
Bea Ann Smith
James Stolpa
Brendette E. Tasher*
Susanne Tetlafizl & Eric Tibbler
Sandra & Bob Tomlinson
Patti Troth Black
Linda & Nick van Beve*
Amy C. & Philip W. Welch*
Karen & Andy S. White

$500-$999.99
Amazon Smile Campaign
Camille Atkinson
Margaret Anne B. & Robert A. Ayres
Rev. Dr. Laura Barnes
Steven & Susan Beebe
Laurie Brown*
Michael Dennis Browne & Lisa McLean
Kyle Bryan & Amy Burges
Brad Buchholz
Linda Buehlmann*
Anonymous
Judy & Patrick Cantilo
IN GRATITUDE

Christine C. & J. Dennis Cavner*
Patricia Cherico*
Bob Clegett
Larry Milton Cobb
Mary Anne Connolly (Change to “not active”)
John Cooper & David Perkins
Eric Cooper
Eric & Lisa Craven
Crutch & Danna Crutchfield*
Nina & Jeffrey Di Leo*
Michael DiLeo
Melissa Eddy & Tracy Schiemenz*
Rex & Constance Estau
Susan Nash Fekety
Ann B. Fields
Patricia Fivecoat*
Deborah Frankie*
Glenda Goehrs*
Anonymous*
Emily Haeussler*
Karen Halb & Al Lindsay
Leroy H. Haverlah
Megan & Michael Halmbrecht*
Nancy A. Higuchi
Linda & Ken Holmen*
Joan & Paul Hudson*
Melissa Huebsch-Stroud*
Donna & William Hulsey
I Live Here I Give Here
IBM Matching Gift Program
Chelina Jaidar*
Anonymous
Cecile Johnson
David & Jennifer Kaufman
Robert Kyr
Lou Ann & William F. Lasher
Dell Lawhead*
Cynthia Libera
Aaron Malakoff*
Peter Flagg Maxson & John C. R. Taylor
Sure & Phil Maxwell
Joyce Mayer
Janet McCullar*
Anonymous
Robert & Ruth McGregor
Debe & Kevin McKeand
Henry E. Meadows, Jr.
Rebecca Miller*
Howard Morrison
Fran & Steven Moss
Marcia E. Noebels
Katherine J. & Peter G. Nyclemoe
Mary K. & William O’Brien
Petton Charitable Foundation, Inc.
Susan Petersen
Barbara Pollock & Carol Mouché
Lynn & Richard W. Rew
Karín Richardson*
Mary & Jo-Michael Scheibe
Richard & Patricia Schlade
Anonymous
April Schweigart
Marylin Sharratt
Sallie Sheppard & Lee Blank
Carole & Charles Sikes
Jare Smith
Les Sunada
Marion Leer Swaybill
Karen & Larry Turner
Anne & Tony Vance*
Katherine & Steve White*
Karla & James Wintle*
Mary Wolf*
Lucia & Paul Woodruff
Patricia & Curtis F. Wyman
Ted Yanezek & Dale Herron
Patricia & Chris Yost* 
Anonymous
$250-$499.99
Anton E. Armstrong, DMA
Douglas R. Bailey*
Stacy & Douglas Bain
Diane Mary & David Baker
Cecilia Barrentine*
Anonymous
Sally Beaudette
Ingrid & Nathan Bid
Kellie Bledsoe
Kay Willis Brumley
James Bryant*
Carla & Stephanie Burzyk-Smith
Judy & John Bush
Viera Buzgova
Anne M. Byars
Linda & David Cameron*
Janet Carlsten Campbell & Charles Campbell
Tom & Marsha Caven
David Cawthorn
Mike Chessie
Joyce Christian & Rudolph Green
Atmara Rebecca Cloe*
Melanie L. Cottam
Margaret & Marc Curtis
Richard Davis
Sandra E. Derby
Scott Dinger*
Anonymous
Leanne & Mike Field
Anonymous
Ruthie Foster
Luke Frels
Susan & Jerry Gatlin
Ruth & Benjamin Gonzales
Loel E. Graber
Tim & Melissa Gray
Charlotte Hartwig
Diane Humes & Allan Traiman
David L. Hunt
Miles A. Jackson
Charlotte Shivers Johnson & Ben Johnson
Jo Layne Kehle
Kathleen Vorciel & Larry Jordan Keister
Mary & Mark Klonower
Kati Lewis
Catherine Crutchfield & David M. Light
Emily Little*
Gitanjal Mathur & Cijl Isen
James Maxwell
Catherine & James P. McHaney
Robert A. McKe
Pamela & Don Michaels
Jeanie Miley*
Phyllis Miller
Ivan M. Milman & Janie Keys*
Barbara A. O’Brien
Odzen Ochoa*
AnnMarie Olson
Hilary & Jon Olson
Karen Olson
Aurelia Palubeckas
Barbara & Paul Park
John Payne*
Anonymous
Jean Permann
Andrea & Donald Reaves*
Emma & Chris Richter
Loren Riemer*
Kathlene Ritch & Scott Noakes*
Michal Rosenberger*
Deborah & Edward Rupp*
Sally Schott
Michelle Schumann & Matt Orem*
Natalie & Casey Seeboth*
Judy Shepard
Mary M. Sheppard
Kyle Sigrest
John G. Slawson
Liz & Duff Steward
Anonymous
Lucy Tibler*
Julie Toler*
Faith & Don Trapp*
Barbara & Benjamin Truskoski
Bud Twilley
Lauren Vick*
Bill & Anne Wagner
Kendal Walshak*
Dan Wheat
Shelby Williams
David Wuertele
Conspirare is grateful for all donors who contributed gifts under $250 and regrets that space does not permit the listing of each name. Your support is very much appreciated. We strive to publish an accurate donor list. If an error or omission is noted, please let us know by calling Ali Lewis at 512.476.5775 or emailing at alewis@conspirare.org.

*Denotes Hella Circle Member     +Denotes Legacy of Sound 2 donor
You Bring Our Song to Life

The generosity of our community is vital to our artists and to the music of Conspirare. Gifts from donors and sponsors sustain our voices and our vision as we continue to create music that uplifts and brings us all together.

BECOME A MONTHLY GIVER
Show your support by becoming a Hella Circle member, starting at just $10 per month. Your monthly gift, along with that of other Hella Circle members, provides Conspirare with a reliable revenue stream throughout the year and ensures the creation of the visionary performances, recordings, and special projects of Craig Hella Johnson and Conspirare. Members enjoy benefits including open rehearsals, parties, and ticket and CD discounts. Hella Circle support is essential to Conspirare — join our community of supporters who believe in the transformative power of music! Contact Scott Dinger at sdinger@conspirare.org for more information.

BECOME A CONSPIRARE CONCERT SPONSOR TODAY
Conspirare sponsors help ensure that we continue to enrich lives and engage hearts through our shared passion for music. With listeners in nearly every state in the US and in multiple countries, we want to help our audience become YOUR audience. Concert sponsors enjoy premiere ticketing, prime logo placement in all digital and print communications and advertising, and featured print ad in the Conspirare concert programs and sponsor banner. We will work with you to shape a sponsorship package that is customized for your company and goals. Contact Natalie Seeboth at nseeboth@conspirare.org to activate your sponsorship.

Donate here
STAFF AND BOARD

STAFF

CRAIG HELLA JOHNSON | Artistic Director
ANN MCNAIR | Managing Director
SCOTT DINGER | Development Specialist
CYNTHIA GRIFFIN | Assistant to the Artistic Director
ROBERT HARLAN | Technical Director and Stage Manager
SAM HENDERSON | Gift Processing and Database Coordinator
MERI KRUEGER | Artist Relations
KATHY LEIGHTON | House Manager
ALI LEWIS | Conspirare Concierge
MARIA NEHRING | Grants Manager
JANE RAMEZ | Business Manager
NATALIE SEEBOOTH | Director of Development
KENDALL WALSHAK | Production Assistant and Webmaster

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

SUSANNA FINNELL | Chair, Texas A&M University, University of Houston, Academic Administration (ret.)
ROBERT HARLAN | Vice Chair, Owner, Harlan Enterprises
WILLIAM G. FIVECOAT | Treasurer, CPA (ret.)
WILLIAM C. BEDNAR | Secretary, Attorney, Independent Practice
CAMILLE ATKINS | Business Management & Finance
KENNETH H. BECK | Co-Founder, The Crossings (ret.)
MARVIN J. BRITTMAN | Legal Executive (ret.)
CARL CARICARI | Founder, Caricari Consultants, Technology/Business Consultants
FRAN COLLAMANN | Owner, TesCom (ret.)
MARY ANNE CONNOLLY | Founder/Chief Creative Officer, MACMedia
CAROL WILLIAMS | ACC (Certified Coach)
ELLIOTT FORREST | Broadcaster/Producer/Director/Designer, WQXR, NY
NANCY LESCH | Health and Wellness Strategist and Consultant
MARCUS CRUZ RIDDLES-SANCHEZ | Director of Marketing and Communications, Center for Health Empowerment
LUCY TIBLIER | Paralegal
JONI WALLACE | Dentist, Dr. Joni Wallace, DDS

Austin's favorite Italian restaurant brings you Austin's new favorite catering company!

gustoitaliankitchen.com

flavorcatering.com
Angélique Kidjo – Remain in Light
Thu, May 12 | Bass Concert Hall
texasperformingarts.org

“Stunning...a perfect counterpart to Talking Heads’ record.”
– Rolling Stone
It is necessary and beneficial to delight in nature. Do you have a desire to delight in nature?

Wilderness Dance
Terry & Jill Frisbie | Guiding everyday people into wild nature since 2012

Contemporary 4 Day Vision Quest - July 17-23, 2022
Rio Grande National Forest, Colorado

Health Enhancing 4 Hour Forest Bathing Experience
By appointment in Austin Area

Available for ANYONE and EVERYONE
Check out the details at: wildernessdance.org
The Yellow Butterfly Foundation

is a nonprofit that believes that transformation occurs through the journey of connection & deepening relationships.
We are dedicated to providing experiences that bring healing & wholeness to individuals, groups & communities.

www.theyellowbutterflyfoundation.com

The Best Ideas Move Hearts and Minds

Helping leaders transform brands and organizations by linking strategic insights, value proposition design, and creative expression. It’s how we help the world’s best organizations turn big ideas into beautiful outcomes.

DialogGroup.com

© 2022 Dialog Group. All rights reserved.